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This text presents primary care information for the nurse-midwifery scope of practice, including management of primary care problems in essentially healthy women, and the management/coordination of primary care for pregnant women with significant, established medical conditions. The text covers prevention, including lifestyle changes and immunizations; screening; management of common health problems appropriate to nurse-midwifery practice; and the presentation and management of common health problems in pregnancy.
Please Supply Course Information. This book introduces photographers to the use of any camera with large-format film and to the operation of any camera with a separately adjustable back or front. Updated to take account of new electronic and digital cameras, it is a practical guide with basic suggestions for operation and maintenance as well as useful information on camera components.
With the popularity of digital photography growing by leaps and bounds over the last decade, some say film has been dying a slow death ever since – or is already dead. The reality is that film has never gone away, and in recent years has experienced a surging, renewed popularity – sometimes simply for its retro, analog status, but mostly for film's ability to create a look and feel that many believe digital can still not achieve. If anyone can attest to this, it's Utah photographer Jonathan Canlas, who exclusively shoots with film, and has both an extremely successful wedding photography business as well as a series of popular
workshops held numerous times per year around the world. In Film Is Not Dead: A Digital Photographer's Guide to Shooting Film, Canlas teams up with co-author Kristen Kalp to open the doors for anyone who wants to begin–or return to–shooting film. Casual, irreverent, fun, inspiring, and beautiful, this unique 10x8 hardcover book teaches the reader the basics of film, cameras, and shooting in this medium. Whether it's discussing the different tone and color characteristics of different films (Kodak, Fuji, etc.), how to load a medium-format camera back, how to create proper exposures, how and where to get film
processed, or how Jonathan uses fun, plastic cameras like the Holga in his commercial and personal work, Film Is Not Dead appeals to anyone who is searching to finally begin creating that film look, but until now hasn't known where to start.
This guide will show you how streamlining procedures will make each day effective in reaching, not only your clinic goals, but your personal ones as well. Deciding to become a Chiropractor is a huge decision and the decision is usually made because you want to help others, while at the same time succeeding as a professional. These are two very difficult tasks to achieve; having a guide that will direct you through the tough areas will assist you on how to achieve these goals. Everyone dreams of finding a career they can love, but to achieve this is very difficult. Even if you love your profession the stress of attempting to do
it without any guidance is enough to make you cringe at the thought of going to work everyday. The school guides you on how to be a Chiropractor but who will guide you on how to be a successful one.
My Polaroid PIC-300 Instant Film Camera Fun Guide!
Everything You Need to Shoot Like the Pros
Discovering Vintage Chicago
Creative Projects for Polaroid, Plastic and Pinhole Cameras
A Guide to the City’s Timeless Shops, Bars, Delis & More
A User's Guide to the View Camera

An illustrated introduction to digital photography, examining hardware such as cameras, computers, scanners, and printers and the relationship between them; looking at image-editing software, tools, and techniques; featuring step-by-step instructions for taking professional-quality photographs; and discussing special-effects options.
AV collections in libraries are disintegrating, and their playback equipment is soon to be obsolete. Digitizing can be the solution to decay and for continued access. • Offers easy-to-understand guidance on how to use digitizing to enable your library to recoup its investment in outdated but often-expensive AV collections • Discusses use of off-the-shelf and shareware technology • Covers creation of metadata for discovery layer access • Shows how digitized materials can be made available over the Internet,
making them much more accessible than the physical versions • Presents information to create a path for future projects and for storage of output information • Shares knowledge that is transferable to media other than those discussed in the book
Today's DSLRs have manuals running to hundreds of pages, but they neglect one crucial fact: great photographers do not just simply know how to navigate menus, they also understand how their camera works and how to get the best possible pictures from it. The DSLR Field Guide shares Michael Freeman's decades of professional photography experience with digital technology--from the anatomy of a DSLR, though to making the most of the camera's many settings so you can operate it with speed and
accuracy, confident that you will be achieving the best possible result. Michael Freeman is the author of the global bestseller, The Photographer's Eye. Now published in sixteen languages, The Photographer's Eye continues to speak to photographers everywhere. Reaching 100,000 copies in print in the US alone, and 300,000+ worldwide, it shows how anyone can develop the ability to see and shoot great digital photographs.
With insightful writing, up-to-date reviews of major attractions, and a lot of "local" knowledge, The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas has it all. Compiled and written by a team of experienced researchers whose work has been cited by such diverse sources as USA Today and Operations Research Forum, The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas digs deeper and offers more than can any single author. This is the only guide that explains how Las Vegas works and how to use that knowledge to make every minute and
every dollar of your time there count. With advice that is direct, prescriptive, and detailed, it takes out the guesswork. Eclipsing the usual list of choices, it unambiguously rates and ranks everything from hotels, restaurants, and attractions to rental car companies. With The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas, you know what’s available in every category, from the best to the worst. The reader will also find the sections about the history of the town and the chapters on gambling fascinating. In truth, The Unofficial
Guide to Las Vegas emphasizes how to have fun and understand the crazy environment that is today's Vegas. It's a keeper.
The Investigator's Guide to Computer Crime
The Insider’s Guide to a Successful Career in Print, Video, Film & TV
Lo-Fi Photo Fun!
The Extraordinary Guide to Basic Digital Imaging -2nd Edition
The Polaroid Book
The Complete Guide to Experimental Instant Photography
Describes how the camera was invented and explores the evolution from daguerrerotype through the Kodak handheld, Polaroid, and digital cameras seen today.
PolaroidThe Complete Guide to Experimental Instant PhotographyThames & Hudson
Michael Freeman--our top digital photography author and a worldwide name--presents the most comprehensive book yet on black-and-white digital photography. Oversized, beautifully illustrated, and far-reaching in scope, this guide is destined to be a standard reference for years to come. Freeman covers all aspects of black-and-white digital photography: its fine art tradition as well as its techniques. Learn how to see and expose in black and white, digitally convert color to monochrome, and develop a black-and-white digital workflow. Explore creative
choices and how to interpret various subjects most skillfully in monochrome. Finally, get an expert’s advice on printing and displaying black-and-white photographs to best effect.
Get the most from your Polaroid PIC-300 Instant Film Camera and learn 101 amazing ways to use it! Using an instant camera with real (and expensive) film is different than using your phone to take pictures. This book will show you exactly how to get a quick start with your Polaroid instant camera so you can avoid wasted film and have the most fun sharing the most creative photos and ideas with your friends. 101 Amazing and Fun Ways to Use Your Polaroid! No other book contains specific instructions and ideas for your Polaroid camera. In this book
you'll learn the right basic photography tips to take great pictures with your Polaroid. Additionally, we give you 101 fun and creative ideas to use your Polaroid for parties and events, sharing with family and friends, or art projects to keep you enchanted for hours. LEARN HOW TO: - use lighting tricks to take better photos - frame your photos perfectly every time - hold the camera for best results - get the sharpest photos - use the flash correctly - take photos in daylight - take photos at night - take photos indoors - use photos in fun and interesting ways
LEARN HOW TO AVOID: - wasted film from bad photos (film can get expensive!) - badly framed pictures (the Polaroid viewfinder is offset) - blurry photos - dark photos - too bright photos Do you own an Polaroid instant camera? Then this book is for you. All of our ideas and "how to" information are designed specifically for the Polaroid camera, and to help you get the most fun and most use from your camera. Buy today! MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE Free shipping for Prime members
Instant Love
TechTV's Digital Camera and Imaging Guide
The New York Times Guide to Essential Knowledge, Second Edition
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Portrait Photography
The Complete Guide to Digital Photography
Selections from the Polaroid Collections of Photography
The Rough Guide to Digital Photography is an up to date quick reference tool for all things photography-related. With tips on composition and technique, editing quick fixes, and cool things to do with photos, this essential handbook tells you what you need to know to maximize the quality and impact of your pictures both online and off. It will also help you make sense of the mass of online options in an ever-changing digital age, from photo sharing
and hosting to creating blogs, mash-ups and slideshows. Taking a practical look at the many image tools available, it will help you decide what's best for you and shows you how to: Learn the rules of composition ... and then learn how to break them Harness the power of the digital darkroom and how to create images that will impress your friends Whether you are new to photography, want to get the best out of your cameraphone, or are a dedicated amateur
with an SLR this book will help you make the most of your pictures at home, on the move or online.
In existence for over 50 years, the Polaroid Corporation's photography collection is the greatest collection of Polaroid images in the world. Begun by Polaroid founder Edwin Land and photographer Ansel Adams, the collection now includes images by hundreds of photographers throughout the world and contains important pieces by artists such as David Hockney, Helmut Newton, Jeanloup Sieff, and Robert Rauschenberg. The Polaroid Book, a survey of this
remarkable collection, pays tribute to a medium that defies the digital age and remains a favorite among artists for its quirky look and instantly gratifying, one-of-kind images. ? over 400 works from the Polaroid Collection ? essay by Polaroid's Barbara Hitchcock illuminating the beginnings and history of the collection ? technical reference section featuring the various types of Polaroid cameras
Lo-Fi Photo Fun! is the ultimate inspirational and creative photo assignments book for analog and toy camera users. It is about shooting great photos, plus all the cool things you can do with the images you’ve taken on your toy, Polaroid or pinhole cameras. Learn how to cross process, push process, hand process, experiment with film types, bleed the image over the edge of the film, create animations with your images, play with multiple exposures using
multiple lenses and a whole host of quirky, fun, off-beat, but most of all imaginative projects. Accompanied by inspirational and ingenious photos, jargon-free, practical information provides the reader with recipe-style advice on how to achieve inventive results. Organised by technique, each project begins with a gallery of images showing the effects of that particular technique and is followed by detailed instructions on how each effect is achieved.
This information loaded, hip photography book is a must have for experimental photographers of all stripes.
This is one of the very few books written for existing operators in both the commercial and non-commercial sectors. You will find over 2,001 practical, insider techniques and tips that have been gleaned from successful operators from around the world and tested in real-life food service businesses. You can put this information in place today to reduce expenses and expand profits. Easy to read and understand, this step-by-step guide and will take the
mystery out of how to reduce costs in four critical areas: food, beverage, operations and labor. The companion CD-ROM is included with the print version of this book; however is not available for download with the electronic version. It may be obtained separately by contacting Atlantic Publishing Group at sales@atlantic-pub.com Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the
company president's garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every
book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
Master Guide for Professional Photographers
The Ultimate Guide to Looking Fabulous for Less
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Photography Like a Pro
The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas 2016
LIFE Guide to Digital Photography
A Chiropractor's Guide To Owning A Successful Clinic

The dot.com crash of 2000 was a wake-up call, and told us that the Web has far to go before achieving the acceptance predicted for it in '95. A large part of what is missing is quality; a primary component of the missing quality is usability. The Web is not nearly as easy to use as it needs to be for the average person to rely on it for everyday information, commerce, and entertainment. In response to strong feedback from readers of GUI BLOOPERS calling for a book devoted exclusively to Web design bloopers, Jeff Johnson calls attention to the most frequently occurring and annoying
design bloopers from real web sites he has worked on or researched. Not just a critique of these bloopers and their sites, this book shows how to correct or avoid the blooper and gives a detailed analysis of each design problem. Hear Jeff Johnson's interview podcast on software and website usability at the University of Canterbury (25 min.) Discusses in detail 60 of the most common and critical web design mistakes, along with the solutions, challenges, and tradeoffs associated with them. Covers important subject areas such as: content, task-support, navigation, forms, searches, writing,
link appearance, and graphic design and layout. Organized and formatted based on the results of its own usability test performed by web designers themselves. Features its own web site (www.web-bloopers.com)with new and emerging web design no-no's (because new bloopers are born every day) along with a much requested printable blooper checklist for web designers and developers to use.
CD-ROM contains: Examples from text -- Third party tools.
Offers detailed instruction in photographic skills, including selecting a digital camera, using point-and-shoot and other film cameras, making better prints, scanning and archiving, digital editing, and conceiving projects.
Tells the remarkable tale of Edwin Land's one-of-a-kind invention-from Polaroid's first instant camera to hit the market in 1948, to its meteoric rise in popularity and adoption by artists such as Ansel Adams, Andy Warhol, and Chuck Close, to the company's dramatic decline into bankruptcy in the late '90s and its unlikely resurrection in the digital age.
How to Make Magic and Memories with Polaroids
Polaroid Manipulations
A Complete Visual Guide to Creating SX-70, Transfer, and Digital Prints
Adventure Guide to Peru
A Digital Photographer's Guide to Shooting Film
The History of the Camera
A guide to the Polaroid SX-70 manipulation process provides step-by-step instructions along with digital information and suggestions on the use of Photoshop.
Lima, Cuzco, Machu Picchu, Lake Titicaca, the Amazon Basin these are just a few of the exciting places this country has to offer. Peru was the center of Inca empire, but other civilizations were here long before. The country is larger than Spain, France and Germany combined. Hike the Inca Trail through ancient ruins en route to Machu Picchu. Join in the Andean festivals, unchanged for centuries, or sample the finest cuisine on the continent.
Participate in a shamanic ceremony and sample the hallucinogenic potions that have been used by locals since pre-Inca times. The tallest mountains outside of the Himalayas are here, as are the world's two deepest canyons. More than 3,000 orchid species fill the cloud forests, along with toucans, parakeets, hummingbirds, macaws and jaguars. The adventures are endless. On the coast try surfing, paragliding and fishing. Or visit the Islas Ballestas home
to sea lions, penguins, cormorants. Shop for handcrafted ceramics, leatherwork and jewelry. This detailed guide is written by a long-time resident. Photos, maps.
An accessible andcomprehensive how-to guideto expressive andexperimental techniques andmanipulation of Polaroidprints and cameras. Polaroid: The Complete Guide to Experimental Instant Photography is the go-to resource for all lovers of instant photography. Divided into two main parts, "Camera and Film Format Guide" and "Creative Techniques," this unique reference offers a comprehensive introduction to instant photography, including a wide-ranging
overview of instant cameras and compatible accessories and film; tips on what to buy and where to buy it; how to adapt equipment and preserve the life of your images; easy step- by-step guides to a wide range of image manipulations, accompanied by visual showcases of the work of the very best Polaroid photographers; and an extensive resources section, complete with a film compatibility guide, a list of stockists, and safety information. Polaroid: The
Complete Guide to Experimental Instant Photography provides photographers, art students, and vintage camera enthusiasts with the knowledge and skills to push the boundaries of what a Polaroid photograph can be.
From shooting basics to image editing, this textbook is an all encompassing reference that can be used by students in any level of photography class as well as those studying to complete the Certified Professional Photographer program. Beginning with an overview of camera choices and basic camera functions, this guide outlines the fundamentals of lighting equipment, light theory, composition, and digital imaging while providing a comprehensive roadmap
for efficiently taking images from conception to client presentation. Tips for overcoming obstacles are offered from the hard-won advice of photographers who have successfully passed the Professional Photographer Certification Program tests.
A Guide : Polaroid Instant Photography
Web Bloopers
Film Is Not Dead
How to Be a Budget Fashionista
The Complete Guide to Light & Lighting in Digital Photography
Rick Sammon's Complete Guide to Digital Photography 2.0

Photography has been the business and the passion of LIFE since the original weekly magazine's inception in 1936, and it continues to be the business and passion of LIFE Books and LIFE.com in the new millennium. But photography has surely changed during these many decades. The rigs and gear of old have given way-first slowly, then all at once-to sleek miracle machines that process pixels and have made the darkroom
obsolete. The casual photog puts eye to lens, sets everything on auto and captures a photograph that is . . . perfectly fine. One of LIFE's master shooters-in fact, the final in the long line of distinguished LIFE staff photographers-was Joe McNally, and he has always believed that with a little preparation and care, with a dash of enthusiasm and daring added to the equation, anyone can make a better photo-anyone can
turn a "keeper" into a treasure. This was true in days of yore, and it's true in the digital age. Your marvelous new camera, fresh from its box, can indeed perform splendid feats. Joe explains in this book how to take best advantage of what it was designed to do, and also when it is wise to outthink your camera or push your camera-to go for the gold, to create that indelible family memory that you will have blown up
as large as the technology will allow, and that will hang on the wall forevermore. As the storied LIFE photographer and photo editor John Loengard points out in his eloquent foreword to this volume, there are cameras and there are cameras, and they've always been able to do tricks. And then there is photography. Other guides may give you the one, two, three of producing a reasonably well exposed shot, but Joe McNally
and the editors of LIFE can give you that, and then can show you how to make a picture. In a detailed, friendly, conversational, anecdotal, sometimes rollicking way, that's what they do in these pages. Prepare to click.
With insightful writing, up-to-date reviews of major attractions, and a lot of local knowledge, The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas by Bob Sehlinger has it all. Compiled and written by a team of experienced researchers whose work has been cited by such diverse sources as USA Today and Operations Research Forum, The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas digs deeper and offers more than can any single author. This is the only
guide that explains how Las Vegas works and how to use that knowledge to make every minute and every dollar of your time there count. With advice that is direct, prescriptive, and detailed, it takes out the guesswork. Eclipsing the usual list of choices, it unambiguously rates and ranks everything from hotels, restaurants, and attractions to rental car companies. With The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas, you know
what’s available in every category, from the best to the worst. The reader also finds fascinating sections about the history of the town and chapters on gambling. The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas emphasizes how to have fun and understand the crazy environment that is today's Vegas. It's a keeper.
A complete and very understandable guide to all the terms, concepts, procedures and techniques that form the basis for a successful and satisfying digital photography experience. Learn about image resolution, file formats and compression, camera scene modes, organizing and preserving your images for posterity and much, much more. Features a detailed exploration of Picasa3, a free yet powerful image editing and
digital asset management program from Google that offers a convenient and fully featured hub to accommodate all your imaging needs.
"Polaroid and other instant cameras are beloived for the dreamy worlds they create. In this ... guide, [the authors] offer insider savvy about instant cameras both new and vintage; tips on how to shoot with each one; details about the various film types available; composition and lighting techniques: plus porojects for turning your photos into keepsake mementos. ..."--Back cover.
The Innovative Librarian's Guide
How to Take Instant Photos
60 Common Web Design Mistakes, and How to Avoid Them
The Unofficial Guide to Las Vegas 2015
Primary Care of Women: A Guide for Midwives and Women's Health Providers
A leading fashion authority explains how to look stylish without going broke, showcasing a host of shopping tips and fashion advice based on the principles of knowing one's budget, knowing one's style, and knowing one's bargains. Original. 30,000 first printing.
Photography is generally considered to have had its birth in 1839, when Louis-Jacques-Mandé Daguerre first revealed his photographic process to the public. Increasingly, cameras have become more automated and electronic over the years. In spite of the increasing sophistication of the equipment, however, the photographer's eye continues to be all-important. Photography remains a unique human act. This compendium focuses on the technology of photography, the camera and
its parts, types of lenses, shutters and speeds, films and filters, making photographs, exposing film, lighting, darkroom techniques and processing, printing photographs, and some of the practical applications of the medium.
Presents information on nearly fifty major categories such as architecture, biology, business, history, medicine, sports, and film, a biographical dictionary, a list of the wonders of the world, and a writer's guide to grammar.
In this updated edition the focus is on expanded chapter coverage on the hottest trend in photography: digital cameras and electronic image editing. This book contains easy-to-follow instructions on how to choose and expertly use a point-and-shoot 35 mm and auto-focus SLR camera. Illustrations.
A Desk Reference for the Curious Mind
Polaroid
Instant
Digitizing Audiovisual and Nonprint Materials: The Innovative Librarian's Guide
Over 2,001 Innovative and Simple Ways to Save Your Food Service Operation Thousands by Reducing Expenses
The Story of Polaroid

A lavishly illustrated, updated reference to digital photography and editing electronic images covers introductory digital photography for beginners, digital image and Photoshop techniques for experienced shooters, and an advanced bonus section on taking glamour shots, producing e-books, and setting up a home studio. Original.
Instant cameras mean instant fun - and no-one understands this better than Polaroid, global icon and pioneer of instant photography for over 75 years. Rediscover the magic of analogue photography with this friendly and accessible guide, packed with everything you need to know to start taking and sharing your own unique instant photos: - Getting to grips with the basic skills - Creative
projects and simple DIY effects - Inspirational mood boards and styling ideas - Inventive ways to display your photos - Finding the right Polaroid camera for you - from vintage classics to the new generation
The Discovering Vintage series takes you back in time to all of the timeless classic spots each city has to offer. The books spotlight the charming stories that tell you what each place is like now and how it got that way from classic restaurants to shops to other establishments that still thrive today and evoke the unique character of the city. They’re all still around—but they won’t be
around forever. Start reading, and start your discovering now!
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on eBay in such categories as antiques, boats, books, cameras, coins, collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate, stamps, tickets, and video games.
101 Ideas, Games, Tips and Tricks for Weddings, Parties, Travel, Fun and Adventure!
Crystal Wright’s The Hair Makeup & Fashion Styling Career Guide
Photography
The EBay Price Guide
The Food Service Manager's Guide to Creative Cost Cutting
The DSLR Field Guide
Annotation "With the acceptance of computers in our everyday life, a new line of crime has emerged revolving around the computer. Just as computers make daily transactions more efficient, they have also made many crimes more efficient. This trend is likely to continue, and for that reason alone police investigators should make themselves better prepared for computer related crime investigations. Divided into four sections, this book proposes
theoretical and practical information, interventions, directives, and ideas. This text will be a useful resource for law enforcement professionals, criminal justice students, security professionals, and private business."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Teaches the steps involved in creating portraits by discussing tips on poses, lighting, makeup, framing, and equipment purchasing and maintenance.
A comprehensive guide to lighting techniques in digital photography covering topics including working with artificial light and daylight.
What Sells for what (in Every Category!)
The Complete Guide to Black & White Digital Photography
Ultimate Field Guide to Photography
Polaroid Black & White Land Films
Equipment, Techniques, Styles, and Practice
The Rough Guide to Digital Photography
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